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The Army’s new tactical network transport design, known as Global Agile Integrated
Transport, or GAIT, is enabling commands with
dispersed units around the globe to maintain
mission command and network operations capability from their home station or theater headquarters as if they were next door. U.S. Army
photo by Liana_Mayo, 311th Signal Command
Public Affairs.
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Chief of Signal

Christopher L. Eubank

Leaders, Teammates, Communicators, welcome to another edition of the Army Communicator! In this issue we will be paying special attention
to the ways we communicate. Army communications continue to accelerate at a break-neck pace,
with massive strides being made in our Army’s networks.
Most of you are aware of the network modernization efforts in 2019 including ESB-Enhanced and
Multi-Domain Task Force capability. While I highly
encourage each of you to learn and utilize the latest technology available, we must not forget the art
and science of tactical radio communication’s planning and implementation that enables mission
command to the maneuver commander. Within this
issue there are two topics that address this foundational knowledge (High Frequency implementation
and PACE Planning). My challenge to you is to
keep an eye on future technology while maintaining proficiency on foundational communications
knowledge. It is a delicate balance, but one that I
think each of you can manage.
We hope you enjoy this issue, and as always, if
you have an article to submit, please don’t hesitate
to reach out to the Army Communicator staff! We
look forward to hearing from you. Pro Patria Vigilans!
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Regimental CSM

Richard D. Knott

Soldiers, leaders, and Communicators, hello
from Fort Gordon! I hope 2019 is off to a
good start. In this issue of the Communicator,
we wanted to focus on the ways we communicate.
With all the discussion on network modernization, it is important that we continue to
refine our TTPs with our line of site/beyondline-of-site radio systems. Our maneuver
brothers and sisters continue to fight heavily
off those systems, and we owe it to them to
be tactically and technically proficient to better meet their needs.
On a separate note, I want to thank you
for all the hard work you do, each and every
day. We appreciate all the comments, questions, and concerns we receive as we travel
to see you all. Your thoughts and ideas provide unique insight, and help us shape the
Signal Corps and the Army. To that end, I ask
that you continue to send articles to the Communicator to spread your great ideas throughout the Army. Pro Patria Vigilans!
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Regimental CWO

Garth R. Hahn

Happy New Year, and thank you for your
hard work in 2018! The Regiment moved
quickly to establish new capabilities as part of
several Army pilot programs while fulfilling the
new requirements of deployments and new
force structure such as the Security Force Assistance Brigade (SFAB) and the Army Futures
Command.
As we look forward to this coming year of
challenges and opportunities to excel, the Signal Corps is out front, leading with new capabilities while improving the processes and skill
sets we use with the current equipment sets
within our formations. This month’s article on
GAIT outlines one of these capabilities and its
usefulness in training, operations and Army
force projection, while the article on tactical radios provides TTPs for improving our proficiencies with the kit we have.
I encourage you to add your voice and tell
your story by submitting an article to the Army
Communicator, the publication of our Regiment. Pro Patria Vigilans
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Soldiers install an antenna mast for
high frequency radio use. Photo by
Thomas L. Glaser, Jr., ASRC Federal Lessons Learned and Best Practices.
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Kurt Stephens and Bill Whittington
White Wolf Systems

With the development and
fielding of satellite communications throughout the U.S. military, today’s warfighters rarely
use high frequency communications within and between
units. International events have
increased interest in high frequency communications as an
alternative to connecting via
satellites on current and future
battlefields. U.S. military units
already own a large amount of
the radio equipment suitable
for employment at various levels of the battlefield and for humanitarian relief as a redundant means of beyond-line-ofsight communications.
Prior to the advent of tactical satellite communications
(SATCOM), high frequency
(HF) radios were the prevalent
communications method. Beyond-line-of-sight communications of voice or data has always been a challenge for
fixed station, mobile and deployed warfighters as well as
first responders. As SATCOM
developed, however, it quickly
became the preferred long-

distance backbone of most
voice and data transmissions.
As the use of HF seriously declined, equipment was left on
the shelf and training all but halted.

Soldiers attending the 25U course conduct HF radio operations during their final
phase of training at the Systems Integration Branch (SIB). U.S. Army photo by
Staff Sgt. Eric Pacheco, 25U SIB.

The advantages of satellite
communications are well known,
but the disadvantages are rarely
noted. In any communications
scenario, a redundant capability
to transmit and receive messages beyond line of sight is a necessity for leaders who insist on
covering all avenues for success. In addition, today’s warfighter is being challenged with
satellite-denied environments.
Because HF has been relegated to a lower priority tier of
training and deployment, the
skills necessary for its successful use gradually have eroded.
Understanding signal propagation and techniques of antenna
employment have faded, as has
the functional use of existing HF
radios. Simultaneously, the cadre of experienced HF instructors has retired and hasn’t been
replaced, resulting in a lack of
genuinely experienced personnel with a strong background in
the use of high frequency equip7

ment throughout the armed
services.
When environmental elements such as weather or terrain eliminate or degrade SATCOM as an option, warfighters
must be well trained to use other methods of communication.
Redundancy is still a key to
success when requirements
exceed the capabilities of a
single method of communications. The capability to continue to communicate despite limitations provides an advantage
over less prepared operational
forces or governments.

nate set of frequencies or networks to facilitate communications are needed.
Proper use of HF will alleviate the demands on SATCOM and supplement
connections. However, good spectrum management is still needed.
Relying heavily on SATCOM also poses other challenges. The majority of
today’s satellites are commercially owned, and all satellites are susceptible
to jamming, eavesdropping, hijacking, antisatellite weapons, electromagnetic
pulses, cyber or infrastructure attacks, and spoofing by either friend or foe.
As a result, warfighters must be prepared to put an HF network into operation quickly as a redundant, or in some cases primary, communications
method.

The number of satellites
available to handle communication requirements limits the
use of SATCOM. During conflicts, military satellites are augmented by commercial satellites, which are more vulnerable to interference. In a contested environment, the demand for SATCOM often exceeds the supply, so an access
priority system is established.
This is not the case for HF
communications methods,
which do not require prioritizing; only additional or an alter-

An omnidirectional broadband antenna
and five-meter mast system has a range
0 – 1000 miles when used with a standard 20 watt backpack radio. Photo by Bill
Whittington, White Wolf Systems.
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In addition to electronic warfare and cyber attacks, rugged
terrain, foliage and unpredictable weather patterns can inhibit
signals, causing them to be intermittent or even blocked. HF
can overcome difficult terrain
issues by configuring an antenna system that utilizes the
technique of near vertical incidence skywave (NVIS) propagation. This technique is specifically used for close communications within a range of up
to approximately 600 miles,
particularly in mountainous or
jungle terrain. NVIS typically
uses frequencies between 2
megahertz and 10 megahertz
(MHz). Although weather and
the environment can increase
local noise levels on HF to varying degrees depending on the
areas of the spectrum used,
today’s radios have better
noise filtering and error correction than past equipment.
For the military, HF has often been considered difficult
and less than reliable. Many
tactical commanders do not
want to deal with what they
perceive as a static-ridden, signal-fading, multipleinterference and sunspot-
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Communications
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others don’t
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Illustration Showing HF NVIS
overcoming mountainous
terrain versus SATCOM

affected frequency band. However, technical advances have corrected many
of these issues. For example, automated link establishment is one of the most
significant improvements because it enables the radio to find the best signal
path between stations for existing and changing conditions automatically. Vocoder technology, among other improvements, can virtually eliminate background noise.
U.S. government and military organizations own a tremendous amount of
spectrum that falls into the high frequency range of 2 MHz to 30 MHz. Consequently, the newest wideband technologies can provide larger slices of bandwidth that can be used by HF radios at a much higher level of data throughput
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than previously available. Limited fielding of this capability is
underway.
Other technical advances in
high frequency communications include embedded encryption, advanced algorithms,
frequency hopping and wideband operation. In addition, recent developments in engineering comprising silicon carbide and gallium nitride integrated circuit materials can
handle more power in smaller
packages and are more compatible over a wider frequency
range, and improved antennas
enable connection at lower
power ratings, saving critical
battery life.
Other advances include radios that operate in low probability of intercept/low probability
of detection modes at very low
power settings and often below
the noise floor. HF equipment
can be easily cross-banded to
other radio platforms with plugand-play devices. This includes
HF to SATCOM to very high
frequency, ultrahigh frequency,
Wi-Fi, cellphones, landline and
even two-way handheld radios.

This capability extends the range of line
-of-sight radio equipment to hundreds or
thousands of miles,
including beyond line
of sight.
The path forward
for the military to enhance operations in a
contested environment or to rebuild a
redundant method of
beyond-line-of-sight
communications is to
capitalize on existing
resources and reintroduce HF radio and
antenna employment
training into a working
level of knowledge for
the operators.
Reprinted from SIGNAL Magazine, June
2018 with permission
of Signal Magazine.
Copyright 2018. All
rights reserved.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Alaska
District’s 102-foot-tall radio
tower July enhances the
high-frequency radio capabilities of the district's Emergency Management Office
during a disaster. Highfrequency radio allows global communications with outside partners when all other
means of contact have
failed. U.S. Army photo by
John Budnik , USAE.

https://www.afcea.org/
content/bringingcommunications-back
-down-earth.
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Graphic by Bill Cheney
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Cpt. Carl Wigington
TF4 S6 / Signal OCT

Arnhem, Netherlands, September 1944: the 1st British Airborne Division parachuted into
combat as part of Operation
Market Garden. The Division
was plagued during the following nine days of battle by communications failures resulting
from an ineffective Primary, Alternate, Contingency, and
Emergency (PACE) plan. The
Division’s primary communications plan consisted of five different types of radios with distinct characteristics. The primary plan would not survive first
contact on the drop zones and
the alternate plan of field telephone and cable would not provide a back-up solution. The
contingency communications
using dispatch riders on “Flying
Flea” motorcycles and the
emergency planning to use the
Dutch telephone system were
similarly unworkable.
In the Decisive Action Training Environment, the modern
cavalry squadron must report
all information rapidly and accu-

rately to enable mission command and support the brigade’s mission. A good
PACE plan is mission critical, but we typically only get it right for the squadron
command net and fires net. What we don’t do well is think about ‘How do I coordinate retrans with the brigade S6?’ or ‘How do the causalities get reported
to the brigade S1?’ We need to assist the appropriate staff section and develop PACE plans for each war fighting function to ensure the squadron performs
at its best. We must do quality staff work to make sure our PACE plan is effective and enables mission command.
Every aspect of the PACE must enable Mission Command. Push-to-talk
systems are the most responsive, therefore, FM is normally the best choice as
primary. More shared understanding is created with FM because there are far
more FM systems than High Frequency or Tactical Sattelite. Adjust your PACE
when the situation changes and communications are not optimal on your primary system. Keep in mind that your PACE must be adaptable to the phases
of an operation.

A sample of how communications equipment can be arrayed across the battle field. Graphic
provided by Cpt. Carl Wigington.
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A simple PACE helps the unit
communicate with higher and
lower echelons, as well as adjacent units effectively. When your
PACE is too complicated, the
troops will struggle. Make sure
each War Fighting Function
knows how to send relevant information to their brigade counterpart. Typically, only Movement and Maneuver and Fires
have a PACE that works because they develop and test
their PACE plan.

Every system in a PACE plan must be operational and monitored. We only
hurt our unit when we publish a system as part of the PACE if it is not operational or if we do not monitor it. This reduces trust in the system and frustrates
subordinates trying to communicate. PACE does not have to be a standard
communication system. A PACE should facilitate the best way to distribute
fighting products to the subordinate units. Opportunities for movement on the
battlefield such as logistical and recovery operations or battlefield circulation
can be used to delivery fighting products
A PACE plan must be feasible, supportable, widely understood, and rehearsed prior to operations so that the cavalry squadron is able to rapidly and
accurately report timely information to the brigade. Your PACE must support
the phases of an operation and plan to enable transitions. A good PACE plan
helps act as a binding agent between phases and enables mission command,
continuous operations, and a comprehensive common operating picture.
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Signal Basic Officer Leadership Course graduates listen to guest speaker Lt. Gen. Bruce T. Crawford, Army
Chief Information Officer, during a ceremony held Nov.
8 on Fort Gordon, Ga.. U.S. Army photo by Nick Spinelli, Office, Chief of Signal.
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Nick Spinelli
Office, Chief of Signal

The Army’s Chief Information Officer (CIO), Lt. Gen.
Bruce T. Crawford visited Fort
Gordon and served as guest
speaker for the Signal Basic
Officer Leader Course graduation Nov. 8.
Although this was Crawford’s first time speaking at a
SBOLC graduation, he made it
clear that he is very familiar
with the course.
“It was 32 years ago I
walked across this very stage,”
he said. “A lot has changed
since then, but what hasn’t is
the fact that this is the next
step in what I can guarantee is
going to be amazing journey
for this next generation of leaders.”
During his remarks, the CIO
expressed the importance of
strength of character in leaders
and the necessity of always
serving selflessly.
“Never forget what an honor
and privilege it is to lead,”
Crawford said. “One disciplined
leader can make an enduring
difference. Be confident of
who you are and what you

stand for.”
While the majority of his message was advice for the graduating class,
Crawford also had words for the audience members supporting them, thanking
them.
“It was you who were there from the beginning and you who will be there
during the next stage,” he told the assembled parents, spouses, relatives,
friends, and instructors.
The next stage, he stressed, was not about the graduating officers as this
graduation
ceremony.
“Remember,
this journey is
not about you,
but about the
people you
will lead,” he
said. “You
serve in a profession rated
higher than
any other, and
with that respect comes
responsibility.
Remember
During his remarks Lt.
the famous
Gen. Bruce T. Crawford,
words, ‘If your
Army Chief Information
actions inspire
Officer, extolled the charothers to
acteristics of good leaderdream more,
ship. U.S. Army photo by
learn more, do
Nick Spinelli, Office, Chief
more and beof Signal.
come more,
you are a
leader.‘”
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The Global Agile Integrated Transport (GAIT) network
architecture interconnects the Army’s largest tactical
network transport hubs, such as the Continental United States East Regional Hub Nodes in Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Md., to create a global network mesh
that enables high-capacity fluid data exchange from
anywhere on Earth. U.S. Army photo by Amy Walker,
PM Tactical Network/PEO C3T public affairs .
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Lt. Col. Stuart McMillan, Product
Manager (PdM) for Mission Network
at Project Manager Tactical Network;
Joe Vano, PdM Mission Network Regional Hub Node and GAIT Network
Service Center lead; and Amy Walker,
Project Manager Tactical Network
Public Affairs

The Army’s new tactical network transport design, Global
Agile Integrated Transport
(GAIT), is enabling commands
with dispersed units around the
globe to maintain mission command and network operations
capability from their home station or theater headquarters, as
if they were right next door.
GAIT provides an easier,
more flexible way of routing
battlefield information around
the world, compared to the
more complex legacy routing of
the past. Not only is it enabling
the Army to modernize its current tactical network, but it’s
opening the “gate” for future
network innovation.
GAIT is a network architecture that interconnects the
Army’s largest tactical network
transport hubs, known as Regional Hub Nodes (RHNs), to
create a global network mesh
that enables high-capacity fluid
data exchange from anywhere

on Earth. GAIT provides more routing options, more paths and solutions for
data to flow through, versus stove-piped capability of the past, so the Army
can leverage the global network more efficiently and effectively. Having multiple routing options reduces signal roadblocks and bottlenecking; if one path is
blocked, there is always another path that data can be routed through. Conceptually, it’s like when a car GPS provides alternative routes to avoid traffic
or construction; the driver always gets to his destination as quickly and easily
as possible.
When required, GAIT can also leverage Department of Defense (DOD)
Teleport satellite communications (SATCOM) facilities, adding even more
routing choices and operational flexibility.
The Army is using a developmental operations acquisition approach to improve the evolving GAIT architecture. It’s conducting informed experimentaCommands with dispersed units around
the globe, pulling services from multiple
Regional Hub Nodes (RHNs), such as
the Continental United States East RHN
in Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., can
maintain full mission command and network operations capability from their
garrison or theater headquarters. U.S.
Army photo by Amy Walker, PM Tactical
Network/PEO C3T public affairs.
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tion during Army, joint and coalition training exercises worldwide and then leveraging Soldier feedback to continually enhance capability and uncover
new ways to use GAIT to support today’s complex missions.
By optimizing informed experimentation, Soldier feedback,
commercial-off-the-shelf products and emerging technologies, the Army will continually
The Army leveraged the Global Agile Integrated Transport (GAIT) during the joint
multinational Joint Warfighting Exercise
18.2 in Germany in May 2018. U.S. Army
photo by Amy Walker, PM Tactical Network/PEO C3T public affairs.

modernize its tactical network, its most lethal weapon against peer and near
peer adversaries.
Project Manager (PM) Tactical Network, assigned to the Program Executive
Office for Command, Control, Communications-Tactical, manages RHN acquisition and sustainment, and spearheaded the GAIT concept. To further advance GAIT capability, the PM stood up the GAIT Network Service Center
(GNSC), with support from the 302nd Signal Battalion, 21st Signal Brigade. Together these organizations manage current GAIT operations at the GNSC, and
provide Tier II and III networking technical support for all five RHNs and other
tactical network transport equipment.
Every month training exercises and real-world missions leveraging GAIT
have been increasing significantly, but the GAIT super highway can handle the
traffic. To support and control GAIT capacity, network load can be balanced
between the RHNs worldwide, or if required, between the DOD Teleports,
which are managed by the Defense Information Systems Agency. The GNSC
engineers reduce bottleneck issues by
rerouting signals through alternative
paths and provide units with extra
bandwidth.
Now, instead of telling a unit it can’t
land its signal at a certain RHN because it is supporting more critical missions, the team can send the signal to
a different RHN or one of the global Teleports and provide the same network
support. It’s all about getting to yes and
supporting the warfighter.
The Army is delivering new and innovative capabilities that would not
have been possible prior to the new
GAIT architecture. One new capability
that is exciting Army commanders is
18

the ability to enable geographically separated task organization. Commands with dispersed units around the globe,
pulling services from multiple
RHNs, can maintain full mission command and NetOps capability from their garrison or
theater headquarters. Because
of GAIT, with help from the tactical network program office,
units are creating innovative
network designs that best sup-

port their operational need, while reducing their Command Post footprint.
The GAIT network architecture was first used for this type of distributed
home station mission command during the 2nd Brigade Combat Team, 25th
Infantry Division (ID) Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC) rotation at Fort
Polk, Louisiana, in February 2017. From home station more than 4,000 miles
away, communications officers at the 25th ID Headquarters in Hawaii conducted mission command and exchanged real-time data with the brigade on the
ground in decisive action training at the JRTC.
In another example, during the string of devastating hurricanes in September 2017, using the GAIT architecture, the 63rd Expeditionary Signal Battalion
(ESB) Command Team at Fort Gordon, Georgia, monitored the network operations of the forward deployed 63rd ESB elements supporting relief efforts in
Puerto Rico to ensure their systems were running optimally.

To help commanders better plan for missions, a
new predictive analysis tool, the Incident Management and Reporting System, will provide
“big data” analytics based on historical Regional
Hub Node (RHN) operational data, such as the
number and types of trouble calls at the RHN,
troubleshooting outcomes or bandwidth use.
U.S. Army photo by Amy Walker, PM Tactical
Network/PEO C3T public affairs.
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Similar to NetOps capabilities at the brigade or battalion
level, new Tactical Theater
NetOps tools fuse the network
picture of multiple units together, to make it easier for communications officers (S6s/G6s)
to see the "big picture" across
an entire theater of operations.
The XVIII Airborne Corps successfully used a two division
Tactical Theater NetOps common operational picture (COP)
during Warfighting Exercise 18
-4 at Fort Bragg, North Caroli-

The 2nd Brigade Combat Team, 25th
Infantry Division Headquarters successfully utilized the Army's new
Global Agile Integrated Transport
(GAIT) tactical network architecture
during its Joint Readiness Training
Center (JRTC) rotation at Fort Polk,
La. U.S. Army photo by JRTC Public
Affairs.

na, in May 2018, and again during the Joint Warfighting Exercise 18.2 in Germany later that month. Additionally, for the first time, during the Atlantic Resolve
and Saber Strike exercises in the spring of 2018, GAIT enabled a Tactical Theater NetOps COP of two training exercises to be combined, reflecting the operational status of the tactical network equipment spread out across the battlefield in several NATO and NATO Partner countries. Soldier feedback from
these exercises was used for continual system improvement.
In addition to distributed mission command and NetOps, GAIT also enables
pre-deploying units to validate their computers for the theater network while
they are still at home station. Instead of waiting 15 to 30 days to connect to the
theater network when they arrive in another country, computers are up and running when boots hit the ground.
The GAIT architecture and GNSC engineers are also enabling the Army to
meet the system requirements and improve the capability of numerous new expeditionary tactical network transport systems. These include the inflatable
Transportable Tactical Command Communications (T2C2) satellite system,
which provides robust high-bandwidth network communications and mission
command for initial entry and forward operations. As directed by requirements,
general purpose users with little to no signal background can now easily set up
and operate the “lite” variant of T2C2, having the more complex networking operations controlled remotely by engineers back at the GNSC.
The GAIT also supports phase one (Intelligence) Transport Convergence,
which is enabled by the small form factor Modular Communications NodeAdvanced Enclave (MCN-AE) system. MCN-AE enables intelligence users to
connect to all of the same resources they have when using the traditional Trojan Intelligence Network, but instead can use the Army’s tactical network
transport, reducing the reliance on the existing, dedicated intelligence transport
mechanisms. Future phases of Transport Convergence that converge medical
and logistics networks onto the tactical network will also be able to utilize the
GAIT architecture.
Additionally, GAIT delivers global network transport for Enroute Mission Command (EMC), which provides the Global Response Force with inflight mission
command and other communication capabilities. Leveraging DOD Teleport
sites, GAIT also enables the Army’s Secure, Mobile, Anti-Jam, Reliable, Tactical–Terminal (SMART-T) to expand the exchange of critical sensitive data over
20

the Army’s tactical network.
In support of the Disaster
Incident Response Emergency
Communications Terminal
(DIRECT) tool suite, which the
Army is fielding to Army National Guard units, GAIT enables the Guard to provide first
responders with commercial
phone and internet access during disaster or humanitarian
relief efforts. It also enables
special deployed units in theater to access these services to
create a secure redundant networking environment in other
countries.
To help commanders better
plan for missions, a new predictive analysis tool, the Incident Management and Reporting System, will provide “big
data” analytics based on historical RHN operational data,
such as the number and types
of trouble calls at the RHN,
troubleshooting outcomes or
bandwidth use. That data will
be aggregated so it can be
used to support future mission
planning and improve RHN
support. Senior commanders
will be able to use the system
to query and make qualified
and informed decisions about

the usage of services and areas of concern. On the current timeline, this capability will be fielded in 2019.
Army network modernization requires holistic integrated capability improvements that enable fluid uninterrupted data exchange and mission command.
The GAIT helps deliver a more unified network, uninhibited by stove-piped capabilities, enabling Army, joint and coalition units to work as a single lethal
force. The GAIT super highway bridges dispersed forces across the globe,
uniting the Soldier in the foxhole to his command at home station. It reduces
complexity while increasing readiness and speed, helping today’s forces to deploy, fight and win decisively against any adversary, anytime, anywhere.
From over 4,000 miles away at home station,
communication Soldiers from the 25th Infantry Division headquarters in Hawaii used GAIT to conduct mission command and exchange real-time
data with the 2nd Brigade Combat Team, 25th ID
during the unit's decisive action training seen here,
in the realistic operational environment of the Joint
Readiness Training Center at Fort Polk, La. U.S.
Army photo by JRTC Ops Group.
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Nick Spinelli
Office, Chief of Signal

Comics’ legend and Signal
Soldier Stan Lee passed away
Nov. 12. He was 95 years old.
Before launching to fame,
Lee served in the Army during
World War II, writing manuals
and scripts for training films as
part of the Signal Corps. He is
one of only nine people the Army
has given the position of
"playwright."
Lee’s greatest professional
accomplishments came in the
early 1960’s as a writer and editor for Marvel Comics where he
created and co-created characters such as Spider-man, the
Fantastic Four, Iron Man, Dr.
Strange, and countless others.
What set his work apart from
contemporaries was that Lee’s
characters didn’t live in a fictional
Metropolis or Gotham, but rather

what he described as “the world outside your window.” His primarily New
York based characters dealt with mundane, everyday issues and concerns
between superhero adventures. For example, Peter Parker’s money struggles and relationship issues received just as much attention as his struggles
with villain’s such as Green Goblin or Dr. Octopus. This unseen at the time
level of maturity in comic books is largely considered one of the primary reasons many of his creations are still celebrated and enjoyed today by young
and old alike.
"I think of them as fairy tales for grown-ups," he told The Associated Press
in 2006. "We all grew up with giants and ogres and witches. Well, you get a
little bit older and you're too old to read fairy tales. But I don't think you ever
outgrow your love for those kind of things, things that are bigger than life and
magical and very imaginative."
His work also brought attention to real-world social issues, most notably
with the “X-Men” whose characters and adventures served as a metaphor for
the civil rights struggles of the 1960s and 70s.
Lee’s contributions to popular culture were recognized in 2008 by then
President George W. Bush who awarded him with the American National
Medal of the Arts. That wasn’t his only honor, however. In recognition of his
service to the Army, Lee was inducted into the Army Signal Corps Regimental
Association in 2017.
“This is one of my proudest moments,” he
said during the ceremony. “Signal Corps forever!”
When news of Lee’s passing was made
public, the Army published a message of
Stan Lee served in the
recognition and consolation to social media
U.S. Army Signal Corps
accounts.
during World War II.
"Rest in peace, Soldier," the message
Courtesy photo.
read. "Excelsior!"
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...

Soldiers serving as Training
With Industry Fellows are
placed at major corporations such as Lockheed
Martin (pictured here) and
bring what they learn back
to the Army. Photo provided
by Michael Cuttler, Lockheed Martin.
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